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More New Staff Coming to KAS Next Year 

I am pleased to let the KAS community meet new staff who 

will join our school next year. We have been able to attract 

some experienced quality educators to work with us. I will 

be letting you know about them during the next month by 

printing short biographies in E News.

High School Math – Quazanne van der Bijl

Quazanne van der Bijl is currently teaching middle school 

and high school Math at the American International School 

in Niamey, Niger. Quazanne previously has taught Math 

and Science in Khartoum at the Nile Valley School and at 

the Khartoum Community International School. She also 

worked for a short time at KAS. She has taught Math at 

schools in Abu Dhabi and Hong Kong. Quazanne has a 

Bachelor’s degree and a PGCE from the University of South 

Africa. Quazanne is single and a citizen of South Africa.

Elementary Physical Education – ASAP Coordina-

tor – Jeremy Albright

Jeremy Albright will be our Elementary PE teacher and 

ASAP Coordinator next year. Jeremy is currently teaching 

PE at the Hodgin Elementary School in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico in the U.S. Jeremy has a Bachelor’s degree in 

Education from Columbia College in Columbia, Missouri. 

Jeremy has also taught early childhood grades in the 

Dominican Republic and Kindergarten in Vietnam. Jeremy is 

coming with his wife Janet who will be our first grade 

teacher next year. They are both American citizens.

Grade 1 – Janet Albright

Janet Albright is currently teaching Pre-School at Hodgin 

Elementary School in Albuquerque, New Mexico in the U.S. 

and previously taught Grade 2 at the same school. Janet has 

a Bachelor’s degree from Columbia College in Columbia, 

Missouri. Janet has also taught elementary classes in the 

Dominican Republic and at the Singapore International 

School in Vietnam. Janet will be coming to KAS with her 

husband Jeremy who will teach Elementary PE here next 

year. They are both U.S. citizens.
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Letter from the Middle and High School 
Principal ANNOUNCEMENT

KAS POOL
...........

THE KAS POOL 
WILL BE CLOSED 
THIS THURSDAY 

EVENING, MARCH 
1, 2018

Susan Boutros
Middle & High School Principal

The Rule Of Thumb is a rough estimate based on experience 

rather than formal calculation. The Romans used the tip of the 

thumb (from the knuckle upward) as a unit of measurement, as 

any thumb would fit roughly 12 times into the next unit of meas-

urement, a foot. The French word for inches is ‘pouces’ which 

translates to ‘thumb’ and that remained a standard unit of meas-

urement until metrification. The Roman bricklayers used their 

thumbs to estimate measurements and the phrase has been in 

standard use ever since.

Minette van der Bijl
High School English Department

Saying of the Week

The habits your child is developing in school will prepare 
him or her for future challenges and responsibilities. One 




